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Abstract— Graph databases are taking place in many different
applications: smart city, smart cloud, smart education, etc. In
most cases, the applications imply the creation of ontologies and
the integration of a large set of knowledge to build a knowledge
base as an RDF KB store, with ontologies, static data, historical
data and real time data. Most of the RDF stores are endowed of
inferential engines that materialize some knowledge as triples
during indexing or querying. In these cases, deleting concepts
may imply the removal and change of many triples, especially if
the triples are those modeling the ontological part of the
knowledge base, or are referred by many other concepts. For
these solutions, the graph database versioning feature is not
provided at level of the RDF stores tool, and it is quite complex
and time consuming to be addressed as black box approach. In
most cases the indexing is a time consuming process, and the
rebuilding of the KB may imply manually edited long scripts that
are error prone. Therefore, in order to solve these kinds of
problems, this paper proposes a lifecycle methodology and a tool
supporting versioning of indexes for RDF KB store. The solution
proposed has been developed on the basis of a number of
knowledge oriented projects as Sii-Mobility (smart city),
RESOLUTE (smart city risk assessment), ICARO (smart cloud).
Results are reported in terms of time saving and reliability.
Keywords — RDF Knowledge base versioning, graph stores
versioning, RDF store management, knowledge base life cycle.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Large graph databases are getting a strong push in their
diffusion for setting up new kind of big data services for smart
cities, digital libraries, competence modeling, health care,
smart education, etc. This fact is mainly due to their capability
in modeling knowledge and thus on creating KnowledgeBased, KB, systems [Grosan and Abraham, 2011]. Graph
databases may be implemented as RDF stores (Resource
Description Framework) [Klyne and Carrol, 2004], to create
interactive services in which reasoning and deductions can be
elaborated including inference engines on top of the store. An
RDF store is grounded on the concept of triple that puts in
relationship two entities. For example, Carl knows Paolo,
consisting of a subject, a predicate and an object, which in turn
are represented with URI. Predicates, as “knows”, may be
specified by using vocabulary that defines relations. A
vocabulary defines the common characteristics of things
belonging to classes and their relations. A vocabulary, also
called ontology, is defined by using RDFS (RDF Schema,
RDF Vocabulary Description Language) or the OWL
extension (Ontology Web Language). Recently RDF store
have been also addressed as noSQL stores for big data [Bellini

et al., 2013a]. A large set of ontologies and related data sets
are now accessible, see for example the large number of LOD
(linked open data) accessible and related each other via URI
[Berners-Lee, 2006], [Bizer et al., 2011]. RDF stores may be
made accessible via an entry point to pose semantic queries
formalized for example in SPARQL [Hartig et al., 2009]
(SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, recursive
definition). Non trivial RDF stores based solutions are
typically produced by exploiting multiple ontologies, loading
data triples and testing/validating the obtained results. This
means that they are built by using some ontology building
methodology [Noy and McGuinness, 2001], [Lopez, 1999],
integrated with a knowledge base development life cycles.
The RDF store may grow over time adding new triples, and
may have the capacity to learn if endowed of an inferential
reasoner/engine, i.e., producing new knowledge that are new
triples. Thus, the inferential engine associated with the RDF
store materializes new triples during reasoning (for example at
the time of indexing or querying). These facts are the main
motivations to low performances in indexing, and critical
performances in deleting triples of RDF stores as graph
databases since they are involved in removing the materialized
triples in the store. These features impact on store
performances, and thus, in literature, many benchmarks for the
evaluation of RDF stores are present. Some of them use real
data as from dbPedia, UniProt, WordNet, other use
synthetically generated data as LUBM [Guo et al., 2005]
(university domain), BSBM [Bizer et al., 2009] (e-commerce
domain), SP2Bench [Schmidt et al., 2009] (library domain).
More recently, in Linked Data Benchmark Council LDBC EU
project, two new benchmarks have been developed: one based
on Social Network [Erling et al., 2015] and the second on
Semantic Publishing. While LUBM and SP2Bench
benchmarks are based on real data, and evaluate only the
queries performed after the data load. BSBM and LDBC
benchmarks evaluate a mix of insert/update/delete/query
workloads. When RDF stores are used as a support for a KB,
some of the changes in the RDF store can be destructive for
the graph model, such as changes in the triples modeling the
ontology on which millions of instances are related. In order to
keep the performance acceptable, the RDF store has to be
rebuilt from scratch or from some partial version to save time
in releasing the new version. Thus, the lifecycle may present
multiple cycles in which the RDF store is built incrementally
via progressive refinements mediating among: (i) reusing
ontological models, (ii) increasing the capability of making

dedductions andd reasoning on the know
wledge base,, (iii)
maaintaining accceptable query performannce and renddering
perrformances, ((iv) simplifyinng the designn of the fronnt-end
serrvices, (v) saatisfying the arrival of aadditional dataa and
moodels and/or ccorrections, ettc. A commonnly agreed life
fecycle
moodel to build K
KBs is not avvailable yet annd many reseaarchers
havve tried to embed KB developmentt steps into some
connventional sooftware lifecyccle models [B
Batarseh, Gonnzalez,
2013]. In generaal, developmeent of KB sysstems is a muultistep
proocess and pproceeds iteraatively, usingg an evolutiionary
proototyping strattegy. A numbber of lifecyclee models havee been
prooposed specifiically for KB systems
s
[Mileette 2012].
In the lifecycle m
model, a channge in the ontoology may geenerate
thee review and regeneration
r
oof a wide amoount of RDF trriples.
Thhe problem off ontology versioning as adddressed in [Kllein et
al., 2002], [Noy and Musen, 22004] can be eeasily appliedd if the
onttology is not used as a bassis for creatinng a large RD
DF KB
stoore. Moreoverr, in [Volkel et al., 2005], the versioniing of
RD
DF KB has beeen addressed ssimilarly to thhe CVS solutioons by
usiing commands as: commit, update, brancch, merge, annd diff.
Thhe differences are computeed at semantiic level on fiiles of
tripples. Thus, [Z
Zegins et al., 2007] presennted a solutioon for
verrsioning RDF models assum
ming the possiibility of estim
mating
thee delta betweeen two RDF m
models by perfoorming a set oof adds
andd deletes to a model to trannsform it to thee other. At dattabase
levvel, the key peerformance asppects of an RD
DF KB store vversion
maanagement aree the storage sppace and the ttime to create a new
verrsion [Tzitziikas
et all., 2008]. T
Therefore, poossible
appproaches couuld be to store: (a) eacch version as
a an
inddependent tripples store [Klein et al., 20022], [Noy and Musen,
M
2004], [Volkel et
e al., 2005]; (b) the deltass in terms of ttriples
bettween two consecutive versions andd implementiing a
com
mputationallyy expensive and time coonsuming chaain of
proocesses to maiintain and appply deltas [Zeggins et al., 2007].
In this paper, a versioning system
s
for RD
DF KB propooses to
inttegrate both (aa) and (b) sollutions. It mannages versioning of
RD
DF stores by: (i) keeping trrace of the set of triples too build
eacch version, (ii)) storing each version and rrelated set of ttriples,
(iiii) providing aan automated tool for keepping trace off triple
filees, descriptionns for store bbuilding and stores, (iv) allowing
thee versioning oof the RDF K
KB store, (v) rreducing the critical
c
maanual error proone operationns. This approaach allows to make
inddexing versionning for RDF stores that m
materialize tripples at
inddexing (as OWLIM
O
[htttp://www.ontootext.com/]) or at
querying (as Virtuoso [hhttp://virtuosoo.openlinksw.ccom/])
RDF store reeconstruction.. The
witthout influenncing the R
ressulting time for returning to a previoous version and
a
to
recconstruction of
o a new one is satisfactory
ry and viable, since
som
me of the RD
DF stores are vvery time conssuming in inddexing,
whhile other do nnot allow the ddeletion of triiples. Thereforre, the
papper presents aan RDF KB methodology
m
liffe-cycle suitabble for
bigg data graph databases,
d
andd a versioningg tool for RD
DF KB
stoores that has been develooped and tessted for SES
SAME
OW
WLIM and Viirtuoso; and thhus it can be simply extendded to
othher RDF storres. The soluutions have bbeen developeed for
Km
m4City projecct [Bellini et aal., 2013b], annd adopted forr other
RD
DF KB orienteed projects as Sii-Mobility Smart City naational

projject and RE
ESOLUTE H
H2020 Europpean Commiission
Proj
oject. They aree large KB oriented projectss in the Smart City,
smaart cloud, smaart railway doomains, developed at the D
DISIT
Labb of the University of Florennce http://www
w.disit.org/65668 .
T
The paper is oorganized as follows. Sectiion II presentts the
RD
DF Knowledgee Base life-cycle model andd methodologgy for
devvelopment. In Section III, tthe RDF KB indexing flow
w and
requuirements foor the RDF Indexing M
Manager tooll are
pressented. Sectioon IV describees the RDF Inndex Managerr tool,
detaailing the arcchitecture, annd the XML formal modeel for
indeex descriptorrs. In Sectionn V, experim
mental resultss are
repoorted providinng data relatedd to real cases, in terms off time
andd managed coomplexity. Coonclusions are drawn in Seection
VI.
II.

A KNOWLED
DGE BASE LIFE
E-CYCLE

K is a challeenging practicee that needs a wellBuiilding a RDF KB
defi
fined methodoology and lifecycle to keepp under controol the
entiire developmeent process. R
RDF KBs are mainly develloped
thannks to a cycle approach thatt allows checkking and validdating
the advances madde, and if needded, to make aadjustments when a
probblem is identiified. As stateed above, the lifecycle propposed
in tthis paper has been derived from the DIS
SIT Lab experrience
cum
mulated while developing a number of bigg data RDF KB
Bs.
Thee proposed m
methodology and lifecyclee for RDF K
KB is
repoorted in Figurre 1. The life-cycle presentts 4 vertical pillars
p
andd one horizonttal block that rrepresents the RDF Store u
usage
and
d Maintenance. The life-ccycle spans ffrom the ontoology
creaation to the R
RDF Store usaage on the froont-end wheree also
reall time data aree added.

F
Figure
1. RDF K
KB Life Cycle Moodel

Thee pillars refer to
t the:
Ontology con
nstruction, froom domain annalysis the settup of
the RDF Store coontaining triples of the seleccted ontologiees and
m
posssible additionnal triples too complete thhe domain model
(Knnowledge Basse O, KB-O)). For exampple, the Km44City
ontoology reuses: dcterms to set
s of propertiies and classees for
moddeling metadaata; foaf dedicaated to relationns among peopple or
grouups; schemaa.org for a description of people and
organizations; wggs84_pos reprresenting latituude and longiitude;
GooodRelations foor a descriptioon of businesss entities and their

locations; OWL-Time for temporal modeling; OTN for transport
aspects; GIS Dictionary, to represent the spatial component of
geographic features; etc. [Bellini et al., 2013b]. The combined
ontology is reviewed and possible problems may lead to more
or less deep redefinition of the process.
Static Data Ingestion: this phase is related to the loading of
the data instances of the ontological classes and attributes.
Despite their name, static data may change rarely over time, for
example, the position of bus stops may be considered static data
even if they change seasonally. They come from several
sources (static, statistical, historical, etc.), and have to be
converted in triples according to the KB-O coming from the
previous phase. Then, they are finally indexed by using several
sets of triples, maybe thousands. The indexing produces a KB
including the former KB-O, plus many data instances; thus,
allowing performing the Verification and Validation, V&V, of
the RDF KB.
The V&V phase may be the moment in which some
problems are detected. They may constrain the expert to: (i)
wrong data or incomplete data to need a review of the data
mapping to the ontology (restart from the first step of this phase
of data collection), (ii) missing ontology aspects and classes,
thus leading to the review of the ontology built (returning to
Ontology Review), (iii) problems in data collected that may be
wrongly mapped to ontology classes (returning to Data
Analysis and Mining), (iv) mistake in data mapping that may
lead to revise the whole Domain Analysis, and successive steps.
If this phase is passed, the RDF Store passes to the phase of
RDF Store Usage and Maintenance. Additional static data sets
may be added to the KB-O if the ontological model supports
them without deletion, otherwise a review is needed.
Enrichment and Improvement, E&I: this phase allows
solving problems that may be present in the produced RDF
Store. E&I processes may take advantage from the access to the
partially integrated KB, exploiting for examples solutions of
Link Discovering [Ngomo, 2011], [Isele, Bizer, 2013], and/or
making tuned semantic queries. Additional processes of E&I
may be added to the RDF Store if the model supports them
without performing some delete otherwise a model review is
needed.
Dynamic Data Ingestion: when the RDF store is in use,
collected data from real time information (for example, bus
delay with respect the arrival time, weather forecast, likes on
the user profile, status of sensors, status of cloud processes,
etc.) can be added to the RDF Store and saved into the
repository of the historical triples. Additional dynamic data
sources may be added to the RDF Store if the model supports
them without performing some delete otherwise a model review
is needed. Please note that dynamic data should not need to
validate and verify process since the data to be added in real
time are new instances of data already mapped and integrated
as historical data.
A. Data & Domain Analysis and Ontology Construction
Brief descriptions of major interesting blocks pertaining to the
proposed life cycle and methodology (see Figure 1) are now
provided.

Data Analysis and Mining: Each data set (static or real-time)
to be addressed in the RDF KB is analyzed and checked to
assess if the information related to each single data field is
well described in terms of type, range, and context. The data
collected is analyzed to understand the concepts in terms of
their structure, relationships and information in domain.
Domain Analysis: this step is executed in parallel or in
alternative to the above data analysis steps. In this phase, the
concepts of the domain addressed by the application are
studied to understand concepts, terminology, their
relationships, and the general rules that are related to them.
Several methodologies are accessible to help the analysts in
identifying concept from the literature review of the domain –
as well as thumb rules: substantive are classes, verbs are
relationship, details are attributes, etc.
Available Ontology Review: This phase is very important.
Once the major aspects of the domain have been identified.
The phase consists of studying other related ontologies at the
state of the art to see if they can model the whole identified
domain and data concepts or at least a part of them. The
realistic solution is to start from one or a set of available
ontologies and complete the expected model with some
specific classes and relationships. This task, it could be
performed every time new static and/or dynamic data kind
have to be addressed, or for addressing identified problems.
When this ontology review is performed starting from an
active domain ontology (in the RDF KB), it may happen that
the expert may discover that no changes are needed at
ontological level (e.g., a new class is not needed since the
concept for hosting data is already in place), thus resulting in a
direct jump to the phases of static or dynamic data
management.
Ontology Selection: on the basis of the actions previously
performed on concepts and data against ontologies, it is
possible to make a selection of the most suitable ontologies to
be taken as seeding concepts. The process of selection has to
take into account also the licensing aspects, which impose
some constraints. For example, some of licenses of the
ontologies do not allow being tuned/modified. If the study has
not led to any results, it is always possible to write a specific
domain ontology.
Ontology Integration: as a result of the previous steps the
main ontologies have been identified and thus they have to be
integrated/glued with each other. In addition, the missing
concepts have to be formalized by completing the fitting of the
KB with the domain analysis performed. Ontology Review:
Once the ontology was created/modified, a first revision took
place even without the massive loading of instance. Thanks to
tools like Protégé [http://protege.stanford.edu/], which allow
to apply a reasoner to the ontology in order to verify that
knowledge is modeled as desired. A number of metrics and
criteria may be also applied to verify if the ontology has been
developed with common criteria. E.g., [Noy and McGuinness,
2001], [Gómez-Pérez, 2004], [Rector et al., 2004].
Knowledge Base Indexing Onto, KBIO: the task in which the
RDF Store index containing the selected ontologies,
vocabularies, and custom defined concepts are integrated as

triples. They may be some files and some tens of classes. This
process usually starts from an empty RDF store and takes a
few seconds since the ontologies are comprised of a small
number of triples and the RDF is empty; differently from what
happen when millions of triples of data sets are indexed and
they lead to many materialized triples.
B. From Ontology to KB via Data Ingestion, major tasks
Static Data Collection: on the basis of the created domain
ontology, the analysed data (addressed in task Data Analysis
and Mining) have to be processed. Static data are typically
obtained from open data, statistical data, private data that do
not change over time so rapidly. The process of static data
ingestion may be performed by means of parallel and
distributed architectures executing processes as ETL (Extract,
Transform and Load), Java, microgrid, harvesting, crawling,
etc. It may include: file access, REST/WS calls, data mapping,
quality improvement, e.g., [Bellini et al., 2013b]. Data
Triplification: A task in which the data (static, dynamic) are
mapped to triples on the basis of the domain ontology model.
Knowledge Base Enrichment: task focused on enriching the
RDF KB Store by adding links to external LOD. For example,
referring from the street title to VIP to its dbPedia definition
(from Avenida Winston Churchill, to its page on dbPedia:
http://live.dbpedia.org/page/Winston_Churchill). For example
for the Km4city KB a tool has been created, that allows to
identify famous names inside the KB and search for the same
name on dbPedia, to finally create triple cite/isCitedBy thanks
to the CITO Ontology [http://purl.org/spar/cito].
Concept Reconciliation: task related to solve the lack of
coherence among indexed entities referring to the same concept
but coming from different data sets. This process is a critical
step during the KB realization and helps to create new
knowledge and new connections between data that would
otherwise remain unconnected. For example, different services
located at the same street number, several profile aspects of the
same person, different representations of the same part of the
brain. This task typically produces a number of triples solving
the problem of missing links possible. Triples includes
relationships of owl:sameAs.
Dynamic Data Collection: Dynamic data are subject to a
lighter ingestion process with respect to static data. In fact,
they are picked up and immediately mapped into RDF triples,
in order to speed up as much as possible the process that
allows making them available to users adding them to the RDF
store (Knowledge Base Adding RT Data). At the same time,
Real Time triples are stored as Historical Dynamic Data for
successive construction of versioned data stored.
Knowledge Base Indexing Data, KBID: This task takes in
charge a high number of triples coming from different data
sets:
 Static data: for example one or more file containing a set
of triples for each single data set;
 Historical Dynamic data: several files and triples for each
real time data collection channel. For example, the
collected weather forecasts of the past two months, the last
200 measures of traffic flow sensor DG32453165, the data
regarding the Cloud Host and VM in the last week;



Reconciliated data: triples connecting concepts and data
into the RDF KB;
 Enrichments data: triples connecting data entities of the
RDF KB to external LOD RDF stores. When the
enrichment tasks are performed on real time data, they
have to be performed in real time as well. For examples if
the enrichment is performed on an Opera Name, or about a
VIP person name.
In order to pass from the ontological model to a real RDF KB
store, many data sets (static, statistical and historical), should
be included / indexed in the RDF KB. Very often, indexing
process of large files may take several hours. Often files of
triples are linked each other and the order of indexing of these
data may becomes essential. In some cases, the historical data
can lead to very huge number of triples, thus compromising /
influencing the performance of the whole RDF Store. This
implies that the RDF KB has to be periodically polished by
removing most of the cumulated historical data. This activity
is quite natural for smart city and smart cloud applications. For
example in cloud monitoring systems as NAGIOS, data are
dense in the close time and sparse in the past.
C. RDF Store Verification and Validatiton, V&V
Once the RDF KB Store containing triples coming from data
(static, historic, reconciliation and enrichment) has been
produced, it is possible to precede with the validation and
verification of the RDF Store vs the ontological definition.
Please note that, the RDF store index has to be accessible to
perform the following V&V processes via semantic queries
end analyzing consistency. They can be automatically
performed through a set of validation processes implemented
as SILK [Isele, Bizer, 2013] as well as SPARQL processes.
The verification and validation process has the duty to detect
inconsistencies and incompleteness: (i) verify if the data
indexing has been correctly performed, (ii) detect eventual
reconciliations to be performed identifying missing
connections, (iii) identify eventual enrichments to be
performed, (iv) identify eventual mismatch from data loaded
and the ontology (for example counting the triples to be
indexed and those indexed in reality), (v) verify if the expected
inferences are exploited at the query time, etc. The above
mentioned criteria allow identifying different kind of problems
that may lead to revise the ontological model, the data
ingestion process, etc. etc.
III.

RDF INDEXING FLOW AND REQUIREMENTS

As described in the previous section, there are several reasons
for which into the RDF KB life cycle the process may lead to
(i) revise the ontology (and thus to revise the data mapping and
triplification invalidating the indexing and the materialization
of triples); (ii) revise the data ingestion including a new data
mapping, quality improvement, reconciliation, enrichment and
triplification. As stated in the previous section, the life-cycle
model foresees two steps where the Knowledge Base Indexing
has to be performed: KBIO, KBID. On the other hand, as
pointed out in the introduction, in most of the RDF store
models, the versioning is not an internal feature. This is due to

thee fact that it ccannot be easily performedd at level indeex and
stoored triples forr their complexity in removiing them, due to the
tripples materializzation by inferrence. Accordding to the prooposed
RD
DF KB life cycle,
c
the moodeling of a chain
c
of connnected
verrsions of indeexes/RDF Storres, with increemental compplexity
maay be very useful to keep uunder control the evolving index
witth the aim of saving tiime by explooiting interm
mediate
verrsions in geneerating the RD
DF Store/indexx for the successive
depployment. Foor example, iin the case oof Smart Cityy, the
layyered versionss of the index may include the ontology, static
andd dynamic datta, historical ddata, etc.
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Too better descriibe the processs of RDF Inddex versioningg, it is
neccessary to puut in evidencce the differeences betweeen the
“inndex” and “inndex descripttor”. An RD
DF KB store is in
subbstance an “inndex”, while ccontent can bee accessed viaa URI
cited in the triples elements. The index is created by looading
thee triples into thhe RDF store,, and as a resuult a binary inndex is
built, maybe maaterializing addditional triplees according to the
onttological moddel and the specific RDF store inferrential
enggine adopted. The recipe too create the RD
DF Store indexx, that
is the collectionn of atomic fi
files containing triples (inclluding
tripples of ontologgies as well ass those relatedd to data sets: static,
hisstorical, dynam
mic), can be ccalled as the “index descrip
iptor”,
thaat may be usedd to generate a script for inddex generationn. The
scrript syntax caan be differentt from an RD
DF Store to annother,
sinnce their com
mmands for loading and indexing caan be
diffferent. This approach im
mplies to havve aside eachh pair
“inndex” and “iindex descripptor” also thhe history off files
conntaining triplees with their versions, lastt update datess, and
deppendencies frrom other filees. For exam
mple, see Figu
ure 2,
whhere the reconcciliation of tripples connectinng parking loccations
(Fiile 1, ver 1.5) with respect to civic numbbers depends oon the
onttology and onn the parkingg area data seets. Thus leadding to
creeate a set of triiples connecteed with dashedd lines.

Deffinition A subbset S of F is inndexable iff
∀ , ∈ ,
′→
Meaning that files
f
need to be associatted with diffferent
,
, ,
is indexable w
while
dataasets. Examplle the set
, ,
is not indexablee because
.

Figgure 2. Examplee of set of file versioning

Deefinition. Let
, , , … be the seet of triple filees that
aree available foor indexing annd
,
,
, … is the
sett of datasets aand ontologiess that are avaiilable for ingeestion.
Thhe function : →
asssociate the fille to the dataaset it
bellongs to, funcction
: → associatee each file wiith the
tim
me when it was created and functioon
: → ℘
asssociate each trriple file withh a set of filess that it depennds on
(e.g. ontologies)), ℘
is the power set of set X. Thhe dep
funnction must not introduce a cyclic depenndency amongg files.
Mooreover, a fille should not depend on ffiles created in the
futture:

Deffinition The function
f
:℘
→℘
aassociates a subset
s
of F with closure of the subset with respect tto the dep funcction.
It can be computeed using the reecursive functtion:
\
∅
∪
∅
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Deffinition Let
, , ,… ∪
be tthe set of inddexes
produced and is the empty inndex. The funnction
: →
assoociates an inddex with the inndex it was sttarted from annd the
function
: → ℘
assoociate an indeex with the sset of
files to be addedd to the indexx we are startiing from. Connsider
thatt the “from” function m
must not inntroduce a ccyclic
deppendency amonng indexes.
Exaample:
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Deffinition Functtion : → ℘
provides for each indeex the
set of files that arre indexed, it iis defined recuursively as:
∪
∅
Exaample
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Deffinition An inndex ∈ is correct if
is indexxable
meaaning that in tthe closure of files in the inddex are not prresent
diffferent versionns of files of the same dataaset. Examplle the
indeexes , , are correct w
while
is noot correct beccause
,
,
, ,
,
is noot indexable.
DF Store withh their
Figgure 3 shows ppossible evoluutions of an RD
corrresponding index-descriptorrs and indexess. The figure w
wants
to highlight
h
that simultaneoussly can be caarried out diffferent
verssions of pairrs: index, index-descriptorr, each of which
w

conntaining diffeerent data. Thhe different inndex colors inndicate
thaat each index may contain different datta, according to the
evoolution with which it haas been creaated. For exaample,
connsidering the index, index-ddescriptor paiir version labeeled 1,
inccluding ontoloogies and vocaabularies, we can assume thhat the
paiirs number 1.1 could be iincrementally generated, sttarting
froom version 1 by adding ggeographic innformation annd bus
stoops; and versiion 1.1.1 by aadding servicees. Subsequenttly the
neeed to create aanother alternnative branch occurred sincce the
bus stops changged positions, and thus version 1.2 was ccreated
by adding geogrraphic informaation and the new bus stopps; and
froom that versioon 1.2.1 addinng again the seervices. Please note
thaat version 1.2.2, represents an example of
o index geneeration
by starting from
m version 1.22 by cloningg index and indexi
desscriptor, and aadding other ddata set triples..

Figgure 3. RDF KB
B store index versioning:
rreporting index-deescriptors and inddexed

In this last scennario, an existting index mayy be extendedd with
w generated ddata set or upddated by incluuding new corrrected
new
verrsions of data and/or ontoloogies. Since thhe RDF KB buuilding
is aan evolving prrocess, it is noot possible to ppredict whether one
hass to keep a sppecific previouusly created version
v
of the index
or not. Any sm
mall change coould be used to generate a new
t
a
verrsion, while thhe suggestionn is to save veersions every time
connsolidated pooint is availabble similarly to virtual maachine
snaapshots. Morreover, since the triples asssociated withh each
sinngle data set are accesssible, reconsttruction of partial
p
inttermediate veersions are aalso possiblee, saving tim
me in
gennerating triplees. Furthermoore, each timees some ontoologies
chaange, most off triples must bbe generated again,
a
and therrefore,
forr the same dataaset, more tripples versions ccould exist.
A. Requirementts for RDF Inddex Manager Tool
Onn the basis oof the above presented moodel, the RDF KB
inddexing versionning activitiess described caan be supportted by
meeans of an RDF Index Manaager (RIM), thhat should allow
w:
 Keep tracing RDF KB Stoore Versions, RKBSV, in terrms of
files of triplles, index-desccription, and R
RDF Index;
 Maintainingg a repository of RKBSVs w
where they couuld be
stored and rretrieved;
 Selecting a RKBSV from
m the repositorry for modificcation,
to examine changes and tthe history veersion, to be used as
base for buiilding a new vversion;









Managing thhe index descrriptor as a list of files contaaining
triples;
KBSV
Generating a RDF KB inndex on the bbasis of an RK
independentlly from the RD
DF store kind automaticallyy, and
in particular for SESAME OWLIM andd Virtuoso;
Monitoring tthe RDF KB iindex generatiion and the feeeding
state;
Suggest the closest versioon of the RKB
BSV with respeect to
the demandeed new index iin terms of filees of triples;
Avoiding maanually managing the scrippt file of indeexing,
since it is tim
me consuming and an error prone
p
process..
IV
V.

RDF INDEEX MANAGER TOOL

Thee RDF Indexx Manager toool satisfy thhe above presented
requuirements, creeates and mannages index deescriptors, andd files
of triples, and generates auutomatically tthe corresponnding
indeexes independdently from tthe RDF storre type. The index
descriptor, as m
mentioned befoore, is a list of ontologiess and
relaated data sets described wiith their triplee files and verrsion.
Thee chosen apprroach with ggeneration andd update is too: (i)
builld the entire index (buildd all) by loaading triples w
when
ontoologies and reelated data set change, (ii) extending
e
the iindex
wheen only new
w data sets aand triples hhave to be aadded
(inccremental buillding), (iii) make a physicaal copy (clone)) of a
connsolidated RD
DF index wheen an index descriptor is built
starrting from an oolder consoliddated descriptoor. The big am
mount
of ttriples to loadd in the indexx suggested exploiting
e
the bulk
dataa loading suppported by manny RDF stores..
Thee main functioonalities proviided by the tool are describbed as
folllowing: Setup of a new indeex descriptor, to create an eempty
indeex descriptor; Clone a prevvious index deescriptor to creeate a
new
w version thatt it is populatted with the ssame data setss and
tripples version off the parent wiith some addittion. A clone oof the
pareent RDF indeex is made annd used to buuild the new store
loadding the new additional daata sets; Copyy a previous iindex
withh updated verrsions to creatte a new versiion populatedd with
sam
me data sets oof parent andd new versionns of triples. This
alloows speeding up the creatiion of an upddate version of
o the
indeex descriptor. A new RDF iindex will be created and looaded
from
m scratch; Edit the indexx descriptor to
t add a datta set
(ontology, static,, historical annd reconciliatiions), select trriples
verssion; update trriples version of a data set; remove a datta set;
Impport/Export thhe index descrriptions as XM
ML representaations
thatt could be used for backupp/restore and share; RDF Index
I
Genneration by prroducing a sccripted proceddure (for Winndows
andd Linux) accorrding to the inndex descriptoor and the sellected
RD
DF store kind.. The proceduure may be incremental
i
oor for
recoonstructing thhe index from
m scratch; Moonitoring the RDF
Inddex Generationn by controllinng the store feeeding as: the qqueue
of ddata set to be loaded, the daata set alreadyy in the store, time
indiicators (time spent, max tiime to uploadd a data set, etc..),
e
progression and output of buillding process;; Logging buiilding
f
accesss (i.e.
dataa related to RDF store bbuilding for further
stattistical and verrification analyysis).

A. Architecture,, RDF Index Generation
G
and evolution
Thhe RDF Index Manager iis constitutedd by the folloowing
com
mponents. Thhe RDF Storre Manager manages diffferent
verrsions of RDF
F Stores exploiting the Version Manager which
proovides the tripples files versioon for all the ddata sets. The Index
Maanager Appliccation Serverr and GUI which
w
is the user
intterface for creeating, loadingg and editing the index, buuilding
andd putting in execution thhe scripts forr RDF store feed,
moonitoring the w
whole creation process. It also providess users
maanagement, usser control acccess and connfiguration settings.
Thhe Index Manaager API RESST Interface cconsists of a set of
RE
EST calls to be
b invoked byy the indexinng script durinng the
RD
DF store buillding to keepp trace of thee indexing prrocess
staatus. The Inddex Builder Manager gennerates the sscripts
acccording to thee RDF Store kiind. The section contains a list of
onttologies/file and each fille is described by: an uunique
ideentifier corressponding to tthe name, thhe reference to
t the
inddex, the versioon of triples to use, the opperation to peerform
addd, update, rem
move and com
mmit, and an enntity for settinng if it
waas inherited byy a cloning (C
Clone). The hiistorical data ddiffers
froom other sectioon for the pressence of time interval that ddefines
thee triples to usee (date and tim
me for TripleSttart and TripleeEnd).

F
Figure
4. RDF Inndex Buidling Moonitor

Foor the RDF Index generaation the RD
DF Index Maanager
prooduces a scrippt according to the index descriptor annd the
RD
DF store target. The script is structured in the folloowing
steeps: (i) setup of script, (ii) initialization of RDF storee, (iii)
bulk uploading of triples iinto the storee, (iv) RDF store
finnalization, (v) create possibble additional indexes as ttextual
inddexes, geograaphical indexees that need additional dattabase
com
mmands, and (vi) update index building sstatus.
Thhe RDF Index Manager has been realized as a PHP 5.5.x web
appplication withh MySQL suppport running under Ubuntuu. The
Figgure 4 show
ws the Buildinng Monitor View
V
when a batch
scrript is runninng. This view
w provides different inform
mation
pannels: the outpput of script inn real-time onn top, the queeue of
datta set to inserrt, the progress and the totaal time spent ffor the
com
mmitted data set. Such infformation alloows also evaluuating
thee time necessary to build a repository uusing the twoo RDF
Stoores.
V.

EXPERIIMENTAL RESU
ULTS

In Table 1, exam
mples of resullts are reported. The data reefer to
thee comparison of the usagee of the RIM
M and versioniing in
building a Smarrt City RDF store. The RD
DF stores currrently

mannaged are Virrtuoso 7.2 as open source RDF
R
store annd the
com
mmercial OW
WLIM SE verr. 4.3 and GraphDB
G
6.1. The
meaasures reporteed have beenn performed by means oof an
incrremental buildding of the RD
DF Store for the
t three soluttions.
Thee building started with 12 files of triples incluuding
ontoologies (first ccolumn), thenn each columnn of the table refers
r
to tthe added tripples/files (streeet graphs, sm
mart city servvices,
enriichment and reconciliations
r
s, historical daata of real timee data
for 1 month). The
T
time esttimated for tthe cases of total
indeexing includee: create, looad, finalize; while thosee for
incrremental indeexing include: clone, load, finalize. The three
RD
DF store kindds have a diffferent behavvior. OWLIM
M and
GraaphDB createe inferred ttriples at thhe indexing; this
deteermines a highher number off triples with rrespect to Virttuoso,
i.e.,, 73.4 wrt 46.22 million; andd a higher indeexing time. Inn both
casees, the percenntage of saved time, for nonn small RDF sttores,
is vvery high, greaater than the 222% up to the 97%
9
of saved time.
Forr small stores, Virtuoso cann be indexed inn shorter timee, and
thuss it could bee better to rrebuild insteaad of cloningg and
verssioning.
Ontolo
O
g
gies
Ind
dexing process
Fiinal number of
triples
Fiinal number of
Files
Added triples
w
with respect to
previous version
Ad
dded Files with
respect to
previous version
OW
WLIM SE 4.3
Indexing Time
w
without
RIM (s)
Indexing Time
with RIM (s)
%o
of saved time,
R
RIM versioning
Final Number of
triples (including
ggeo + inferred)
disk space in
Mbyte
VIR
RTUOSO 7.2
Indexing Time
w
without
RIM (s)
Indexing Time
with RIM (s)
%o
of saved time,
R
RIM versioning
Final Number of
triples (including
geo
o, no inferred)
disk space in
Mbyte
GraaphDB 6.1
Indexing Time
w
without
RIM (s)
Indexing Time
with RIM (s)
%o
of saved time,
R
RIM versioning
Final Number of
triples (including
ggeo + inferred)

+ street
graphs

+ smart
city
Services

+Enrich&
Reconcili
ations

+Histtorica
l datta 1
mon
nth

15809

33547501

34462930

34557142

44218719

12

137

178

185

27794

15809

33531692

915429

94212

96
661577

12

125

41

7

27609

18

6536

6198

7516

12093

11

6029

514

343

5745

38,9

77,8

91,7

95,4

52,5

16062

57486956

59395432

59486748

734
441126

310

8669

8936

9039

13110

146

806

964

1000

2487

156

833

421

296

1932

‐6,8

‐33,3

56,3

70,4

22,3

21628

35452613

36301322

36420445

46232510

68

1450

1632

1631

2294

9

7818

7929

7671

12915

2

6791

454

214

4849

77,8

133,1

94,3

97,2

62,45

15809

57486415

59394891

59487551

734
441929

disk space in
Mbyte

96

4276

4466

4643

5714

Table 1 – Saving time using Index Manager with respect to rebuilding. Data
collected on Ubuntu 64bit, 16 core x 2 Ghz, 500 Gbyte HD

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Graph databases are used in many different applications: smart
city, smart cloud, smart education, etc., where large RDF KB
store are created with ontologies, static data, historical data
and real time data. Most of the RDF stores are endowed of
inferential engines that materialize some knowledge as triples
during indexing or querying. In these cases, the delete of
concepts may imply the removal and change of many triples,
especially if the triples are those modeling the ontological part
of the knowledge base, or are referred by many other concepts.
For these solutions, the graph database versioning feature is
not provided at level of the RDF stores tool, and it is quite
complex and time consuming to be addressed as black box
approach. In most cases, the RDF store rebuilt by indexing is
time consuming, and may imply manually edited long scripts
that are error prone. In order to solve this kind of problem, in
this paper, a lifecycle methodology and our RIM tool for RDF
KB store versioning are proposed. The results have shown that
saving time up to 95% are possible depending on the number
of triples, files and cases to be indexed.
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